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Introduction  
Students will present their SLX project to different facilitators to be given guidance and practice 
before SLX. This can be adapted to a virtual format if necessary.  
  
Objectives  
1. Students will have the opportunity to present their project to other facilitators  
2. Students will receive feedback and rubrics on their projects  
  
Agenda  
1. Present SLX Project to facilitators  
2. Receive Feedback from facilitator pair  
3. Watch and give feedback to other presenters  
  
Presentations  
Purpose:   
To give all students the opportunity to present in front of a class and receive feedback from   
Lecture Notes:  
Students should report to their normal classrooms. They should dress in semi-formal attire. A 
formal virtual background will be given to them if a virtual format is required in place of on-campus 
format. Facilitators will be assigned different classrooms than their typical ones to evaluate. Each group 
will present and receive feedback and rubrics after they present. The scores for their presentations will 
be factored into their class score for Clash of the EnACT.  
For online, facilitators will be assigned to a new class and the same process will happen. Students will 
give their presentations by sharing their screen and presenting over Zoom. The facilitators will give 
feedback (and other students can as well). The scores for the presentations will still be factored into 
their class score for Clash of the EnACT.  
  
Rubric link -  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qAtf-nQYcKC-olQE--DQ1LJUvc9-cFeWndSdw29BdKg 
/edit  
